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About This Game

Can you survive the deadly traps in unexplored catacombs? Reclaim the legendary Crystal of Truth before the Nazis and you
will see the world differently. Test your wisdom, courage and moves in a real challenge. Only in VR.

It's a Trap is a casual action-adventure game in first person, exclusively for Virtual Reality. Each idol is protected by insane
traps and requires creative insight, right timing, and unique abilities to be achieved. Hold your torch to light the dark cave.
Catch the idol before the traps catch you up. Use your sixth sense to realize a danger. Run, dodge and overcome your limits

inside of immersive and realistic catacombs.
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Developer:
Jack The Creative
Publisher:
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Very fun! The game looks like the X-men danger room. Some traps require a lot of velocity and planning. You do not have to
use teleport in this game, and that makes the experience more immersive. The quotes are very interesting, but you need to think
a bit to understand.. The idea is good, but it's poorly made. No physics, no interactions with anything except the "treasure", you
can basically ask someone to take your controller (Hand) and take it to the objective and pick it up while you stand on the other
side of the traps.

This is not worth 16 euro. Maybe 1-3 euro. Some levels require you to be ridiculously acrobatic and lightning fast which you
can't be with a bulky headset attached with wires. And every failure is countered with a white box and a blue portal which is
centered literally on the border of your playing area. So if you have drawn it close to any objects, expect to walk into them or
you will have to rewrite your entire area for this game.

The shadows were nice though.
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New Traps!:
14 new deadly traps are now available! Bug report: jackthecreative@gmail.com Thank you!
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